
*BUPP FACTORY doing useful 
WORK

■JjP*rt *s a good bit of news. The great 
Ki-upp factories Essen, Germany, re
port t hat they made money last" year 
without manufacturing any war materials.

For the first time in two generations 
aft Sl’ ^ruPPs Put out no material of 
war. Instead it has been making spinn
ing machines, cogged wheel apparatus. 
F*per mill rollers dredging machinery and 
every variety of farm machinery and 
tools

jThat truly sounds like beating swords 
into plowshares.

For decade after decade the name of 
Knipps stood for war and the making 
of wai materials. There is fairly credible 
evidence that Krupps was caught one 
time sj lending money in France to work 
up a war spirit there, so as to improve 
business in the making of war materials 
iri' Germany.
Mud now for the first time in many 

years Krupps is making no war mater
ials whatever.

rNow if it can be arranged that all 
other factories of war materials shall be 
put at work making plowshares instead 
of swords, it will be about as great a 
stroke for world peace as anybody could 
imagine. -Ex.

■five a little more than you promise, 
bof don’t promise too much.

P-ove is blind until it bumps into an
■6 Opener.

RUST REMOVER.

Make a solution of one part sulphuric 
acid to ten parts water and dip in it the 
parts from which it is desired to remove 
rust. Next dip them in a bath of hot lime 
water and keep them in it until they 
have become so hot that they dry immed
iately on being taken out. Then rub the 
parts with dry bran or sawdust and they 
will be found to be perfectly clean and 
may be painted with fireproof paint, 
blued or nickeled.

FIRST AID POINTERS FOR 
DRIVERS

SPLICING FUEL PIPE.
' SERVICECut the ends of the pipe to be joined 

on a bevel, being sure to bevel them alike 
so that they will make a tight juncture. 
This can be accomplished with a hack 
saw and a file. Clean the ends of the pipes 
with sandpaper and then place them to
gether. Next wind No. 18 copper wire, 
or door bell wire, with insulation removed, 
over the splice, being sure to wind tight, 
and close together. Solder with flame or 
iron and sweat solder in between the wires 
and on end of winding. This makes a 
strong splice and one that will last.

Time and Money-Saving Suggest
ions for Autoists is the foundation of success in any business. To this end we have built and 

equipped a splendid new“The parts of a motor vehicle which 
suffer most frequently in accidents are 
in the front of the car, the front wheels, 
steering gear and the axles, ” says Wallace 
B. Blood in Motor Age. “ It is a simple 
matter to equip the tool box with a few 
first aid devices which, providing the 
accident is a conventional one, will per
mit the owner to get his car home on its 
own power and after he gets it home re
pair other damage in his own garage.

“The leverage available in a motor 
car jack can be put to a number of uses 
in case parts are sprung out of line by 
an accident. Suppose the car goes into 
a ditch or rams a wall so that the front 
wheels are sprung out. 
design there is a provision for adjusting 
the front wheels by a take-up in the steer
ing gear cross rod. 
thrown out three or four inches however 
bringing them back into position with 
the use of this adjustment will throw the 
steering adjustment out and the car will 
not turn far enough to the right, this, 
providing that the car is a left hand con-

McLaughlin Service Station
in eharge of an expert McLaughlin mechanic.

We are trebling our stock of parts and are assured a $100,000.00 stock at 
St. John to draw on.

PIPECLAY FOR MATS.
MOST PEOPLE

Pipeclay acts as a preservative of rubber 
and makes one of the best mediums for 
treating the rubber mats used in auto
mobiles. Oil and grease are rubber solvents 
and ruin the floor mats if they are allowed 
to remain on them. The mats should be 
wiped quite dry and then be pipeclayed. 
The pipeclay dries and sucks the oil out 
of the rubber.

RUBBER HOSE.
" if left to use their own good sense, would buy McLaughlin cars anyway. Now. 

with our new Service Station, the only excuse to purchase any other make is 
removed.

This is the time of year to renew the 
rubber hose connections of the cooling 
system. These connections deteriorate 
after a season’s use and sometimes the 
inside layer of the fabric separates from 
the rest and impedes circulation, 
without the defect being apparent from 
the* outside. No kinks should be allowed 
in such connections and the clamp fast
eners should be properly secured. Where 
rubber hose has bends in it a good plan 
is to reinforce it by a brass coil spring, 
which is a good fit inside. This prevents 
any flattening at the bend and cracking, 
resulting eventually in a leak.

Ask the man who bought this season!

In most evqry

Acadia Automobile Agency
WOLF VILLE, N.gS.

If the wheels are
TESTING VENT PIPES.

In filling the radiator of the car allow 
enough water to pass in to bring the level 
over the end of the vent-pipe. If this pipe 
is clear as it always should be, the fact 
will be indicated by the overflowing water 
through it. If it is not clear the water will 
overflow through the filter cap and not 
through the vent pipe which should be 
attended to at once.

Acetylene Weldingtool.
“The difference can be righted by 

blocking the right wheel from the front 
centre of the run to the frame, applying 
a jack between the spring and the steer
ing arm, and bending the arm with the jack 
sufficiently to afford the proper adjust
ment. The steering arm is a forging, and 
will stand what slight bending is needed 
without danger of breakage. This is 
merely an example of what can be done 
with a jack. Bent brake rods can be very 
easily brought back into place w.th a jack,

“A damaged radiator is an unsightly 
looking object and the general impression 
is that it is such a delicate affair that re
pairs should be performed only by the 
factory. With a vehicle tube radiator 
where radiation is gained through a series 
of metal plates one above the other, the 
car owner can easily iron out the damage 
done, providing that-the tubes themselves 
have not been broken out or punctured. 
The radiating plates are easy to bend and 
may be lined up with a screw driver be
tween them.

“We know of an ingenious owner who 
had a car which was only too frequently 
afflicted with spring breakage. It seemed 
impossible for him to procure springs 
which would stand up under his car and 
still be light enough to afford some meas
ure of comfort. He made the best of it 
by carring in his tool box two pieces of 

. broken leaves from springs that had pre
viously let go and and two pairs of spring 
clips. When another spring would break, 
and in his car it had the pecular faculty 
of going through every leaf in a single 
place, he would place the two broken 
on either side of the fracture, put one 
spring clip, or sometimes two, over the 
broken leaves, and on each, side of the 
break, clamp the clips up tightly and 
proceed home—to buy another spring. 
Motorists who chase around farm yards 
after blocks of wood and fence wire with 
which to lash together broken springs, 
would do well to find a place in their tool 
boxes for the simple equipment.

M In most motoring communities, par- 
• ticularly in large cities, where street traffic 

is heavy, there are always to be found 
scarred-up cars, old and new. which have 
been rammed in the rear or have run into 
obstructions which have defaced the metal 
back with unsightly dents.

“If the owner prides himself on the 
appearance of his car, and still does not 
think he can afford to take it to the body 
make r or garage to have the dents pound
ed out, he can do the job himself and it is 
a si.iiple thing to do. 

t “ First of all, the upholstery and springs 
mu. i be torn down to give access to the 
met il of the body. If the binding strip is 
carefully removed and the upholstery 
tacks pulled out with a upholsterer’s 
claw, or even a screw-driver, there is no 
need of damaging anything to require 
replacement. With the upholstery and 
springs dropped down out of the way, 
the dent may be ironed out with a beck- 
of wood and a hammer. If the dent is in. 
a rounded part of the metal, the wool 
block should be filed to accord with the 
curve of the body, so that the smallest 
dents may be hammered out evenly.

INSPECTION WINDOW.

-■ An ingenious car owner who liad trouble 
because of stoppage in the oil tube which 
runs from the transmission case of the 
Ford to the engine, inserted in the trans
mission cases a small mica window about 
two inches in diameter. The window is 
secured by a steel ring one thirty-second 
of an inch in thickness and this ring is 
held by round head screws. A felt gasket 
is placed between the mica and the trans
mission cover and the upper side of the 
mica is varnished with shellac.

Battery Repairing and 
Charging.

Cylinder Re-boring and Accessories.

Minard's Liniment Relieves Neuralgia

STUDEBAKER
J. F. CALKINThis NAME PLATE on YOUR CAR 

Means MAIN STREET EASTREMOVING PINION NUT.

Satisfaction, Service, ClassThe car owner who does his own work 
is sometimes puzzled in regard to removing 
the drive shaft pinion nut. The operation 
begins by taking out the cotter or locking 
wire. Next a special wrench is used,and 
this may be made from a quarter inch 
steel plate, the length and nut size being 
made to fit the particular make of car. 
To remove the nut the gear is plafeed in 
reverse, the priming cups are opened and 
the engine turned over by hand. To put 
the nut on the gear is put in low and the 
engine is cranked.

Come to

SH O W 
ROOMSW. A. REID’S

and LOOK TIJEM OVER
and

BE CONVINCED
LUBRICATING SHACKLE BOLTS.

Shackle or spring bolts may be made 
self-lubricating by drilling six or eight 
3-16 inch holes in a new bushing and pack
ing them with graphite. The holes must 
be repacked about once in six months.

Agents and Service Station

& dfVerland CarsStudebaker
Minard's Liniment for Dandruff.
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BRISCOE

<Ur
Keeps Motors 
Smooth Running

Quality maintains economy. You 
may pay feaa "per pallon” for ether 
lubricating oils but you get mere 
lubrication "per dollar" when you 
buy Imperial Pelerine Meter Olio.

T TSERS of Imperial Polarlne Motor Oils enjoy a singular 
U freedom from engine trouble, whtth is at once a source 

of profit and pleasure to them. V|
Every bearing and -rubbing surface is cushioned with an 
unbreakable oil film which relieves friction and minimizes 
wear. Good compression is also maintained, saving both 
fuel and oil and increasing power.
Lessened repair bills, lower upkeep costs, better 
and longer service from your car follow the use of Imperial 
Polarlne Motor Oils. -
Consult our Chart of Recommendations for the grade of 
Imperial Polarine best suited to your motor. See Charts 
at your dealers or write to 56 Church Street for “Auto
motive Lubrication,” a booklet which contains the Chart 
and other valuable information. '

The car with the Half 
Million Dollar MotorMotor Trucking !

Any one wishing truck
ing of any kind done. 

Apply to

L. G. Baines

The new 1921 Model is now on exhibition atsatisfaction e

The Wolf ville Garage
? A Perfect Combination of Comfort, 

Beauty, Power, Economy and 
Utility

as is seldom seen in any one automobile.

•Phone 137-12.

IMPERIAL OIL LIMITEDR. J. Whitten Branches In att Cities
im

& CO. 
HALIFAX

rOJ9 A CLEAN EFFICIENT MOTOR.
In every desirable feature the Briscoe is there with theThe crank case of your motor should be drained, cleaned and refilled with 

fresh Imperial Polarine every 1,000 mill or less. Dealers who display this 
sign give expert crank case cleaning service,' using Imperial Flushing Oil, a 
scientific cleaning agent which removes all dirt, grit and impurities, which are 
so harmful to your engine. It will pay yon Well to employ Imperial Polarine 
Crank-Case Service to-day.

goods.Receivers and Sellers of all kinds 
of Farm Produce.

Consignments Solicited.
Prompt Returns.

i :
Before purchasing, call and see the self evident value 

offered in the Briscoe. The Leader of Light Weight Cars.
a

Phone 218P. O. Box 118.
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QUEEN GASOLINE
Having installed a new Gasoline Tank and pump 

in front of our store we are now able to supply our - 
customers with either Queen or Premier Gosoline.

Also a full line of

Oils, Tires, Accessories, 
McLaughlin and Ford Parts

E. J. WESTCOTT

j
b

The Wolfville Garage
C. A. BENTLEY & SON, Prop.

Queen and Premier Gasoline 
Dominion, Àmes-Holden,

Partridge Tires and Tubes
Our new Cords save money in the long run 

FORD PARTS AND ACCESSORIES 
FREE AIR. TAXI SERVICE. PROMPT REPAIRS.

PHONE 218. P. C. 118.
OPP. D. A. R. STATION
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